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Psychological Processes Experienced by Patients with Dilated
Cardiomyopathy Participating in a Clinical Study:
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Abstract ; Background: Dilated cardiomyopathy（DCM）is a progressive disease of the heart muscle. Standard
treatment mainly comprises of treating the symptoms of heart failure, so the development of effective therapies is
urgently required. Patients with an intractable disease such as DCM are seeking new treatments for clinical studies.
Some patients may confuse the research process for treatment, and therefore this misconception could result in an
ethical problem of participation. In order to solve the therapeutic misconception, it is important to understand the
patients psychological state, but there are few preceding studies. This study aimed to reveal the psychological
processes in DCM patients by examining their personal experiences of clinical studies．
Methods: In total 11 DCM patients who visited the Kitasato Institute Hospital of Kitasato University for follow-up
examination of the clinical study on immunoadsorption therapy from April 2011 through May 2012 were participating
in this study. They participated in semi-structured, open-ended and in-depth interviews that surveyed their
psychological process with clinical study participation. Patientsʼ narratives were recorded and interview data was
categorized using a qualitative analysis method．
Result: A total of 19 concepts were generated and grouped into categories. Patients have high expectations regarding
clinical study participation, not only for the experimental treatment but also with respect to medical staff involved in
the clinical study. Clinical studies strongly impact the awareness of participants towards treatment．
Conclusion: DCM patients had strong expectations about participating in this Clinical study. In order to solve the
therapeutic misconception, it is important to understand the patients psychological state. So that we can work
towards supporting them in their intractable diseases. This study may be informative the importance to understand
the psychological statement of the intractable disease patients．
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Introduction

participate in clinical studies is impacted by

Patients with intractable disease such as

this experience６，７，８）. When performing a

dilated cardiomyopathy（DCM）are seeking

clinical study involving patients with intrac-

new treatments for clinical studies. On the

table diseases, such as those with DCM

other hand, the therapeutic misconception

（which imposes a high therapeutic

is an ethical problem. In order to conduct

burden）,the physical and psychological

clinical research ethically, it is important to

impact on these patients must be

understand the participantʼs psychology for

considered, more so than in general clinical

the clinical studies. The present study

studies. Despite this, very few studies have

aimed to reveal the psychological processes

examined the psychological impact on

in DCM patients by examining their

patients. Among the few qualitative studies

experiences of clinical studies. DCM is a

focused on the psychological processes of

condition characterized by poor prognosis,

clinical study participants with intractable

marked expansion of the cardiac lumen,

diseases is a study by Kohara et al., which

and advanced contractile dysfunction,

examined the decision-making process

resulting in severe congestive heart failure

experienced by cancer patients concerning

and refractory arrhythmia. Standard

participation in a phase I clinical study６）．

treatment mainly comprises treating the

In the present study, we focused on

symptoms of heart failure and the preven-

psychological processes in patients with

tion of further disease progression １）. As

DCM, an intractable disease, by examining

such, development of effective therapies is

their experiences with clinical study

urgently required and potential causes

participation. The results of this study

must be elucidated. Currently, clinical

should help provide psychological support

studies on immunoadsorption therapy２，３）

to patients with intractable diseases and itʼs

and stem cell therapy

４）are

ongoing as

also useful for medical professionals to

advanced treatments for DCM．

understand a patient．

Research interests in current medical
development have shifted toward studies of

Methods

intractable diseases, in consideration of the

Patients and Recruitment

awareness of unmet medical needs. Clinical

DCM patients who visited the Kitasato

studies on intractable diseases are thus of

Institute Hospital of Kitasato University for

increasing importance, even for those who

follow-up examination of the clinical study

conduct such studies. Among both

on immunoadsorption therapy from April

participants and researchers, the demand

2011 through May 2012 were included in

for clinical studies of intractable diseases is

this study. The criteria of this clinical study

high, and the number of conducted studies

were as follows:（1）diagnosis of DCM,（2）

has been on the

rise ５）and

is expected to

grade ≥3 subjective symptoms of heart

increase further in the future．

failure according to the New York Heart

Previous reports have demonstrated that

Association functional classification,（3）left

the mental health of patients who

ventricular ejection fraction of ≤35％,（4）
5
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receiving optimal treatment for heart

・W h a t d i d y o u t h i n k a f t e r t h e

failure with no improvement in medical

explanation？

condition for more than three months, and

・What did you think before you decided to
participate？

（5）age ≥18 years．

・W h a t d i d y o u t h i n k u n t i l t h e c l i n i c a l

Procedures

study？

An interview survey was conducted at the

・What did you think among the clinical

time when immunoadsorption therapy was

study？

completed, i.e., the main part of the clinical

・After the clinical study, what did you

study, when the participants visited our

think？

hospital for follow-up examination. Semistructured interviews led participants to

Qualitative Analysis

talk about events related to DCM as well as

Analyses utilized the modified grounded

their psychological experience from the

theory approach（hereafter, M-GTA）,a

time when they noticed symptoms up to

qualitative research method suited for

the present day. The semi-structured

qualitative data analysis. The M-GTA has

interview method used for data collection is

excellent explanatory power for human

based on an approach wherein the

behaviors related to social interaction and

questions, although predetermined to a

demonstrates analytical strength within a

certain extent, could be adjusted flexibly to

limited range, and is thus considered

elicit more in-depth responses depending on

effective in the field of human services

the question. This method allows the

Furthermore, as a rough standard, it can

interviewer to accommodate the

summarize results using data from as few

respondentʼs worldview easily and discuss

as 10 cases

new ideas on this theme９）．

patients with DCM who participated in a

10）
. Our

10）.

analysis targeted

clinical study, and focused on “psychological

Questions

processes experienced there in by patients

In semi-structured interviews, we asked

with DCM.” From the qualitative data, we

participants these questions．

extracted contents worth noting in

Examples

sentence form, and each of these was

・What did you think about your illness

treated as an “example” to which a

when you were diagnosed？

“concept definition” was appended based on

・What did you think about your treatment

its inferred meaning, along with a title

before you know this clinical study？

generated as a “concept.” Moreover, any

・How did you know about this clinical

other content that appeared to correspond

study？

to the generated concepts was extracted

・When you know this clinical study, how

from the qualitative data and included in

did you think about it？

the originally extracted examples. In each

・W h y d i d y o u d e c i d e t o r e c e i v e a n

case, consistency between the example and

explanation of this clinical study？

its definition as well as concept was
6

examined. Furthermore, the opposite

were used as qualitative data in the

meaning of the generated concept was

subsequent analysis. Mean interview

considered and incorporated in this process,

duration was 38.4±34.6 minutes（range,

so as to prevent the viewpoint from being

15-76 minutes）
．

skewed. As a result, concepts that did not

A total of 19 concepts were generated and

match multiple corresponding examples

g r o u p e d i n t o c a t e g o r i e s（ T a b l e 1 ）.T h e

from participants were disregarded as

results are summarized in diagram（ Figure

unfounded, or new concepts were

1）and

described in the storyline below．

generated that embodied other examples.

Explanations of generated concepts

These analyses were conducted repeatedly

［Sense of lack in medical technology］

for all data until no further generation of
concepts was possible. These analyses

Patients felt that the medical care they

generated concepts for which a minimum

desired was not available to them. In the

level of validity was guaranteed.

case of one patient, it can be inferred that

Furthermore, a diagram of results

the patient did not even acknowledge the

illustrating the concepts and categorical

previous treatment as a therapeutic

relationships between concepts was

intervention. The patients felt limited by

created, along with a storyline explaining

the medical technology available at the

the diagram．

time, which developed in them a feeling
similar to resignation. It is possible that

Ethical Considerations

patients participate in clinical studies

This study was approved by the Kitasato

because their desired treatment is not

Institute Hospital Research Ethics

available through regular medical care.

Committee．

This could be deduced from another
patient, who stated “I would have not

Results

participated had I been able to receive

Participants

treatment to my satisfaction.”

Among participants of a clinical study on
immunoadsorption therapy for DCM, 12

［Dissatisfaction with the medical care

who visited our hospital for follow-up

environment］

examination from April 2011 through May

Patients were dissatisfied with the medical

2012 were provided with an explanation

care environment around them, which not

regarding the present study, and 11

only included medical staff but also

provided written consent to participate（9

encompassed the entire medical care

men, 2 women; mean age ± SD＝52.7±9.2

system. One patientʼs narrative suggests

years）．

that they had negative feelings toward staff
members who did not provide the desired

Analysis

treatment. Moreover, some patients showed

Participant narratives were recorded and

that they were dissatisfied with the current

direct transcript of the recording, which

state of medical care as a whole. It is likely
7
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Table 1

 oncepts that comprise the psychological processes experienced by patients with dilated cardiomyopathy
C
who participated in a clinical study
clinical study

First
category

Second
category

Third
category

Concept

Concept definition
From the early phase of treatment, patients (as one of many patients) compared themselves
with other patients.

PATIENT WHO
DIDN`T KNOW THE
CLINICAL STUDY

Sense of lack in medical technology
Feeling trapped

Dissatisfaction with the medical care
environment

Psychological
escape

Hope for the desired environment

Patients anticipated a different environment with the new therapy, which included staff
members who perform the treatment that is more akin to what they desired.

Expectation for therapeutic value

Upon learning about the new therapy, patients came to anticipate positive results that might
be brought about in terms of their own disease treatment.

Hopefulness

PATIENT WHO
DISCOVERED THE
CLINICAL STUDY

Concern for the unknowns

Patients were concerned about the fact that this is a clinical study, as well as aspects such
as the content of the treatment which they had never experienced before.

Desire to escape from the current
situation

Patients earnestly hoped for a change from the current situation in which they felt trapped
and unable to receive their desired treatment.

Recognition of the clinical study as
the only way to escape

Patients regarded the clinical study as the only way that might allow for escape from the
current situation.
When making the decision regarding participation, patients experienced anxiety as they
predicted a desperate situation where, if participation was not possible, they would be back
in their original situation.

Prediction of overwhelming
hopelessness

Decision to
participate

Patients were hopeful about their prospects for escape from the current situation, where
nothing could be done.

Hope for escape
Relief brought by confirming
participation

Hope arising from confirming
participation
PATIENT WHO
PARTICIPATED IN
THE CLINICAL
STUDY

Once participation was confirmed, participants felt relieved to be released from the anxiety of
going back to the desperate situation.

Joy of successful escape from
hopelessness

Experience desired for
themselves

Participants rejoiced in being able to escape from the helpless situation.

Moving to desirable environment

Patients felt that they received treatment of their choice from the staff and institution they
found to be desirable.

Desirable therapeutic experience

Patients felt they received treatment of their choice.
After completing the clinical study, patients were satisfied with the fact that they were given a
“treatment,” which was not possible when they were feeling trapped.

Satisfaction of “being treated”

Feeling of fulfillment

Fulfillment found in therapeutic effects
PATIENT WHO
COMPLETED THE
CLINICAL STUDY

Future of medical care environment

Setting a desirable future

Patients were dissatisfied with the medical staff and medical systems around them.
Patients felt that it was by sheer luck that they became aware of the new therapy and its
clinical study.

Accidental discovery

Appreciation
for the clinical
study

Patients sensed the limitations of current medical technology and exhibited feelings similar to
resignation.

Patient’s own future

Patients realized the therapeutic effects and felt satisfied.
Patients pondered future medical care systems and the desirable state of medical care.
Patients considered their goals and hopes for their future life and treatment.

Compassion for those who did not
participate in the study

Patients felt indebted to those who did not participate in the clinical study, and were thinking
of the feelings and the benefits for those patients.

PATIENT WHO COMPLETED THE CLINICAL STUDY

PATIENT WHO DIDN`T KNOW THE CLINICAL STUDY

Compassion for those who did
not par�cipate in the study

Feeling trapped
Sense of lack of medical technology

Future of medical
care environment
Setting a desirable future

Dissa�sfac�on with the medical care environment

Desire to
escape from
the current
environment

Appreciation for the
clinical study

Accidental
discovery

Experience desired for themselves
Experiencing a desirable
environment
Desirable therapeu�c
experience

Psychological escape

Hopefulness
Hope for the desired
environment
Expecta�on for
therapeu�c value

Pa�ent’s own
future

Recogni�on
as the only
way to escape

Predic�on of
overwhelming
hopelessness

Hope arising from
conﬁrming participation
Relief
brought by
conﬁrming
par�cipa�on

Hope for escape

Joy of
successful
escape

Feeling of fulﬁllment
Sa�sfac�on of “being
treated”
Fulﬁllment found in
therapeu�c eﬀects

PATIENT WHO PARTICIPATED
IN THE CLINICAL STUDY

Decision to participate
Concerns about
the unknowns

Inﬂuencing rela�onships
Transi�oning rela�onships

PATIENT WHO DISCOVERED
THE CLINICAL STUDY

Concept
Second and Third category
First Category

Figure 1

 sychological processes experienced by patients with dilated cardiomyopathy who participated in a
P
clinical study
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that negative images are not only created

therapy, patients came to anticipate

due to “dissatisfaction with the medical

positive results that might be brought

environment,” such as medical staff and

about in terms of their own disease

medical care systems, but are also related

treatment. Patients had extremely high

to thoughts about medical technology itself

expectations. Some patients even found

（i.e., “sense of lack in medical technology”）
．

hope in the fact that they had more options,
in addition to the content of the clinical
study itself. According to one patient, such

［Accidental discovery］
Patients felt that it was by sheer luck that

feelings emerged while being fully aware of

they found out about the new therapy or

the possibility that the therapy might not

its clinical study. Although the majority of

necessarily prove effective．

patients learned about the clinical study
［Concern for the unknowns］

through sources other than the medical
staffs involved in their treatment, some

Patients were concerned because the study

patients obtained the information directly

involved a treatment that lacked official

from the investigator of the study. In either

approval, and because the treatment

case, patients were conscious of the

content and components were such that

accidental nature, acknowledging that it is

they had not yet experienced. They were

well beyond their ability to even know

aware of the uncertainties of treatment

about therapies being studied．

effects and medical practice involved in the
clinical study, and found these to be
somewhat worrisome．

［Hope for the desired environment］
Patients anticipated a different environ-

［Desire to escape from the current

m e n t（c o m p a r e d t o p r e v i o u s o n e s ）,
including staff members who would

situation］

administer treatments more in line with

Rather than hoping for therapeutic effects,

what they had hoped to receive. In this

patients hoped for a change from the

context, the undesirable environment is the

current situation, in which they felt helpless

one experienced prior to knowing about the

and trapped．

clinical study. While the impact of
［Recognition of the clinical study as the

therapeutic effects was indeed significant,
patients mentioned that they felt

only way to escape］

expectations for the different environment

Patients regarded the clinical study as the

prior to study participation, suggesting that

only way that might enable them to escape

they were conscious about the new

from their current situation. In reality,

environment regardless of therapeutic

patients may actually have other new ways

effects．

to proceed with their treatment may
outside of the clinical study, but patients
viewed their discovery of the therapy

［Expectation for therapeutic value］

（closer to their desired treatment）as

Upon learning about the experimental
9
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“sheer luck,” and thus perceived it as the

their helpless situation, and exhibited a

only treatment available to them．

growing hope. It is likely that in cases
where the decision to participate was not
spontaneous, patients may not have found

［Prediction of overwhelming hopelessness］

this same hope．

When making decisions about participation
in the clinical study, patients were anxious,

［Moving to a desirable environment］

feeling that their inability to participate
would indicate a return to their original

Patients felt they were able to receive

environment. This is largely related to the

treatment from medical staff at the

fact that clinical study participation is

institution of their choice. The unique

perceived as the “only” way by which

clinical study environment with the

patients might escape from their actual

presence of a clinical research coordinator
（CRC）,also seemed to be influential．

situation．

［Desirable therapeutic experience］

［Hope for escape］
Patients were hopeful about the prospect of

Patients felt that they were able to receive

escaping from their current situation where

the treatment they chose for themselves,

they were unable to do anything about

through their participation in the clinical

their disease. While they realized that

study．

efficacy was not guaranteed, they had more
［Satisfaction of “being treated”］

h o p e f o r t h e n e w t h e r a p y（ w h i c h w a s
closer to what they desired）relative to that

After completing the clinical study, patients

for the current therapy, and decided to

were satisfied with the fact that they were

participate．

given a “treatment,” which was not possible
when they were in a state where they felt
trapped. In addition to the effects the study

［Relief brought by confirming
participation］

had on their disease, patients found value in

Patients felt relieved when their

the experience of participating in a clinical

participation was confirmed, as they felt

study, which is an experience the majority

released from the anxiety of returning their

of society will never have．

desperate situations. They were relieved to
［Fulfillment found in therapeutic effects］

not be stuck in a state characterized by a
“feeling of overwhelming hopelessness.”

Patients realized the therapeutic effects

This feeling was predicted in the series of

and felt fulfilled. All patients who were

events, and patients reported a sense of

interviewed in the present study felt some

being saved．

effects. However, these therapeutic effects
did not necessarily correspond closely with
numerical values. For example, some

［Joy of successful escape from
hopelessness］

patients didnʼt feel enough therapeutic

Patients rejoiced when they escaped from

effects．
10

from the same condition in the early stages

［Future of medical care environment］
Patients pondered the optimal state of

after diagnosis, and shared the feeling that

medical care based on their own experience

they were one of many patients with

with the clinical study, noting several

DCM．

aspects of the medical care environment

In general, patients had become

that they hoped would be changed. One

somewhat resigned to accept the current

patient was conscious of benefits to other

state of medical technology, which offered

patients, while another patient was

no effective treatment. They were

conscious of his/her own treatment. Both of

frustrated about this environment, which

these cases were included in this concept of

included a system that did not allow them

patient consciousness about the medical

to receive the treatments they desired and

care environment as a whole, given that it

medical staff that could not perform such

is likely not possible to clearly separate

treatments. Under those circumstances,

between oneself and others．

they believed that they were not being
treated, and that to continue on this path
would only lead to a decline in their

［Patientʼs own future］
Patients had goals and hopes for their

condition, ending in a feeling that they had

future life and treatment. One patient was

lost and were trapped. As such, they

thinking about his goals in terms of his

desired to escape from the current

work. In other cases, the medical procedure

environment, with the hope of ending up in

itself was set as the goal, while others

a better situation．
In that context, the accidental

considered undergoing this treatment once

discovery of a new therapy and its clinical

again as a specific hope．

study brought them hope as a new option.
They were also hopeful and had positive

［Compassion for those who did not
participate in the study］

feelings about the medical staff who could

Patients felt indebted to those who did not

perform the treatment they desired. At the

participate in the study, and were well

same time, however, they still worried

aware of their feelings as well as the

about the unknown, or other aspects of

possible benefits of the clinical study for

medical care that they had not yet

other patients. They perceived differences

experienced. Still, they appreciated the

between themselves and other patients, as

chance to participate in a clinical study that

they were the ones who received the

allowed them to receive a test treatment

treatment．

for their intractable disease, versus their
current state of continuous decline and

Storyline

feeling of being trapped．

Patients who participated in a clinical study

This appreciation was combined with

for DCM, an intractable disease, faced their

their original desire to escape. They viewed

disease thinking that they were similar to

the clinical study as the only means of

other patients with DCM who suffered

escape, and felt fortunate to have
11
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discovered it. They decided to participate

patients perceived themselves as one of

in the clinical study, thinking that it was

many patients who had the same disease.

the only way to change their current

They then perceived themselves as those

situation. At that point, amidst the hope for

who were able to discover the clinical

escape, they felt a great deal of appre-

study by chance, and after participating

hension, imagining the despair of falling

and going through the study without any

again into a helpless situation if they were

incident, they perceived themselves as

to lose this only option. Psychologically,

those who participated in a clinical study．

they were not in the state of helplessness

On that basis, patients were conscious,

that made them feel trapped, but rather in

not only of themselves, but other patients

a condition where they managed to

with the same disease and their desired

mentally escape from the impasse, and

image of future medical environments as

some direction toward the means, i.e., the

well．

clinical study, could be seen．

Discussion

The anxiety they felt at the time of
decision-making disappeared when their

In this study, we conducted an interview

participation was confirmed. At this time,

survey targeting patients who participated

they felt joy at being released from the

in an investigator-initiated clinical study on

previous state of deadlock, in which they

immunoadsorption therapy for DCM.

harbored many unsatisfied feelings. Feeling

Participants had DCM, a disease with a

of hope arose from the confirmation of their

poor prognosis, usually treated with

participation in the clinical study．

standard therapy mainly consisting of

After that, they received the treatment

symptomatic treatment for heart failure

they chose for themselves in the context of

and prevention of further disease

the clinical study, and through interactions

progression１）. While previous studies have

with medical staff involved in the process,

shown that process of decision-making

they believed that they were able to assess

concerning participation in a clinical

what is desirable in the state of medical

s t u d y ６，８ ） a s w e l l a s e x p e r i e n c e

care．

participating in a clinical study７，11）have

After completing the clinical study,

various effects on participantsʼ psychology,

patients felt satisfaction in knowing that

the present study was novel to theorize

their desired “treatment” was performed in

psychological processes in DCM patients

the end, felt fulfilled with the therapeutic

from the time before participation in the

intervention as well as the very fact that

clinical study through its completion．

they were able to place themselves in such

Participation in a clinical study may

an environment. They had a sense of well-

have become a means to receive

being．

“treatment” for patients with intractable

When considering the major categories,

diseases, for whom standard therapy is not

patient perception changed over the course

effective or for whom there are no

of the study; after receiving a diagnosis,

prospects of achieving full recovery with
12

standard therapy 12）. Surveys targeting

（i.e., those for whom this anxiety was

patients with cancer who participated in a

realized）should be taken into consideration

phase I clinical study have shown that

when recruiting clinical study subjects．

some patients had “expectations for
hoped “to

from being “patient who didnʼt know the

get better” 14）, which served as decision-

clinical study” to “patient who discovered

making factors regarding clinical study

the clinical study” was triggered by an

participation. Moreover, some patients who

“accidental discovery,” and our

participated in a clinical study on heart

participants perceived this transition to be

disease had an “expectation of better

very challenging. They also recognized the

t r e a t m e n t ” 1 5 ）. W e

predicted that the

clinical study that they found through

participants of the present study would also

sheer luck as “the only way.” This suggests

have similar expectations from the clinical

that patients have tremendous anxiety, i.e.,

effects 16-19）.

“a sense of overwhelming hopelessness”

Participants analyzed in this study had

about having to return to their original

enormous anxiety（predicted as a sense of

state. Currently, information regarding

overwhelming hopelessness）from the time

therapies and clinical studies can be

of decision-making regarding participation

obtained on the Internet, if patients actively

in the clinical study until official

seek to collect it. However, this is still

confirmation of their participation. Patients

somewhat insufficient under present

with DCM experience a lower QOL

circumstances in Japan21）. In fact, patients

compared to the general population and are

are aware of the difficulty of discovering

depressive20）. Thus,

clinical studies, and thus there is room for

these patients are more prone to suffer

improving methods of accessing clinical

from both physical and psychological pain.

study information. It may be necessary for

In addition to their daily physical and

medical staff to be more proactive about

psychological burden, patients who

providing information to patients on new

anticipate an escape from the pain of

therapies and clinical studies. Japanese

disease by undergoing an experimental

Ministries have initiated a “5 yearly clinical

treatment（clinical study）are placed in

study activation plan 2012” from 2012,

uncertain situations, such as not knowing

“Ethical guidelines on medical research for

about their participation, which only

human subjects” from 2014 and “Clinical

increases the anxiety. Such levels of

Trial Act” from2018, and they are trying to

uncertainty may also exist among patients

promote clinical study publically and

who could not participate in the clinical

encourage participation from the general

study, but as these patients were not

public22-24）．

investigative treatment”

13，14）or

As shown in the Figure1, the transition

study regarding therapeutic

often more anxious and

included in the present survey, we couldnʼt

Several limitations of the present study

extrapolate on their thoughts. The

should be noted. The present study only

damaging effects on patients who were

included interviews performed at the time

unable to participate in the clinical study

of clinical study completion, and thus
13
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patients had positive images concerning the

The findings of this study reveal an

study content. As such, interviews with

importance in the capacity for medical

patients who had negative views regarding

staffs to interact with patients at the level

the study, or those who could not

of general medical care by taking into

participate in the clinical study, were not

account the patientʼs attitude, even if they

included in the collected data. This may

are unable to provide patients with a new

have biased the results. Moreover, only

therapy on the spot. Furthermore, it will

limited number of participants were

also be necessary to consider the burden on

recruited for this study because the

staff who respond to the expectations of

number of clinical research volunteers were

these patients. This study may be

limited. Future studies should take the

informative the importance to understand

present study results into account and

the psychological statement of the

allow for the inclusion of such patients．

intractable disease patients．
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